The concept of 'organismal complexity' has had a chequered career in genetics, with no rigorous operational definition available for the term. The recent finding that Drosophila melanogaster has more than four thousand fewer genes than the nematode forces a re-examination of whether gene number, in itself, can be taken as any real guide to complexity.
The completion of two-thirds of the Drosophila melanogaster genome, including almost all of the protein-coding sequences not on mobile DNAs, has once again called into question the concept of organismal complexity. In particular, the estimate of 13,600 Drosophila genes [1] , particularly when compared to the 18,424 identified in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans [2] , is surprisingly low. While it is not certain that every Drosophila structural gene has been identified, the discrepancy of 4824 genes is certainly not due to incomplete sequencing. The paradox is that, in most biologists' eyes, the worm is obviously a less complex organism than is the fly.
In the 1970s, when it first became possible to estimate genome sizes, attempts were made to correlate sequence complexities and genome sizes with the apparent complexity of the organisms from which they came. The result was the infamous 'C-value paradox'. The paradox consisted of the observations that most eukaryotes, such as ourselves, had far more DNA than they require to encode their proteins; that closely related, and morphologically similar, organisms often had very different genome sizes; and that organisms which we did not like to think of as more complex or advanced than ourselves (such as some flowering plants and amphibia) had genome sizes ten times as large as ours. Some thought that this latter aspect of the paradox merely reflected anthropocentric bias. What operational definition of organismal complexity shows that a salamander is objectively less complex than a human? The paradox was largely resolved by the discovery that most eukaryotic DNA does not code for proteins, and that the most embarrassingly large genomes were indeed packed with repetitive DNA sequences. The amount of unique DNA in these organisms was not much greater than in ourselves. This resolution of the C-value paradox led to a new conventional wisdom, that organismal complexity was not related to genome size, but rather to gene number.
But even this new consensus is now under threat. Among bacteria, Escherichia coli's estimated 4,290 genes is above average, perhaps because of an ancient genome duplication. The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which certainly had an ancient genome duplication, weighs in with 6,241 genes, reflecting an evolutionary step up to the eukaryotes. The step from the single-celled yeast to the nematode is associated with a more than doubling of gene number, which could be related to the interactions between cells necessary for multicellularity [3] . Estimates of the numbers of genes in invertebrates have remained consistently less than 25,000, whereas, until very recently, it has been thought that there are at least 60,000 genes in all vertebrates, with 80,000 being a typical estimate for the human number.
Many linked this apparent four-fold increase in the gene number of vertebrates relative to typical invertebrates to a hypothesised two rounds of genome doubling at the origin of the vertebrates. The Hox gene clusters were just one example of genes found singly in invertebrates that are represented four times in vertebrates, or, at least, in this case, in amniotes. The increase in gene number was seen as giving vertebrates the genetic ammunition, in a sense, to evolve complexity by being able to evolve new functions for partially or completely redundant duplicated genes. Implicit was the concept that vertebrates are, in some real sense, more organismally complex than other living things, and that it is their elevated gene number that has allowed them to become so. Now, however, the consensus of an agreement between gene number and organismal complexity is threatened.
One might have imagined that Drosophila, with its vastly more sophisticated nervous system and behaviour, and tenfold increase in cell number relative to Caenorhabditis, would require thousands of extra genes to create these differences -but the genome sequences for these species [1, 2] clearly suggest otherwise. But is Drosophila a biased sample of invertebrate genetic organisation? It was chosen as our genetic tool for many reasons, one of which was the ease with which mutations of major phenotypic effect could be created. Such a choice would favour an organism with little functional overlap between genes, and thus, perhaps, a low gene number. Some insects have much more DNA than Drosophila -locusts have a genome size that is more than twenty-five times larger. Is this reflected by a higher number of genes, greater functional overlap between them, and a decreased proportion of null mutants that have obvious phenotypes?
While various methods exist to predict gene number from diversity of known proteins or 'expressed sequence tags' (ESTs), there is no method known that allows the prediction of the numbers of proteins an organism requires from its apparent complexity at the organismal level. Why do organisms have multiple proteins of related function? Why does Drosophila have 199 different trypsin-like peptidases of the S1 class [3] , whereas C. elegans has seven and yeast one? Why does the nematode require 500 protein kinases when Drosophila gets by with 300?
Clearly, these questions are unintelligible except by reference to the evolutionary processes through which genomes have arisen. Organisms are not designed to operate in the most efficient way, or indeed designed at all. Rather they result from an evolutionary process in which changes in phenotype may be created by adding complexities to the genetic determination processes of ancestral phenotypes. An example is Drosophila's gene nanos. This gene encodes a maternal determinant of abdominal structures in the Drosophila embryo, in that offspring of nos -/nos -mothers lack abdomens. The biochemical function of Nanos, however, appears to be simply the prevention of posterior translation of maternal hunchback message -mothers with germlines that are hb -/hb -have wild-type offspring, as do mothers of hb -/hb -nos -/nosgermlines [4] . Perhaps, ancestrally, anterior-posterior differentiation was established by a gradient of maternal Hunchback, requiring Nanos for its creation. Subsequently, zygotically expressed Hunchback driven by the maternal anterior determinant Bicoid has supplanted this system -but not removed the requirement for Nanos to prevent harmful effects of maternal Hunchback. The implication of these results is that one can imagine multiple genes being maintained because loss of any one individually is harmful, although the simultaneous loss of many is harmless.
Another unpredictability about gene number concerns whether evolution produces complex expression patterns through gene duplication, and the partitioning of expression patterns among the duplicated genes, or by evolving increasingly sophisticated transcriptional regulation through the creation of increasingly complex enhancer sequences of a single gene. The Drosophila homeotic gene Ultrabithorax provides an example of the latter, but it may be that in other organisms, the route of the creation of a family of genes of related function is more typical, particularly in view of the possibility that this allows for optimising their polypeptide sequences for subtly differing roles. However, recent evidence from Drosophila melanogaster strongly implies that the mechanisms that create expression patterns may evolve rapidly, even when the patterns themselves do not [5] , suggesting that cis-acting transcriptional regulators have a hitherto unimagined flexibility.
The result is that there is no logical series of steps that can lead from an analysis of organismal complexity to a prediction of gene number. The recent sequencing of the human chromosome 21 [6] yielded an unexpectedly low predicted number of protein-coding genes. Coupled with the earlier sequencing of chromosome 22, this has led some to suggest that humans might have less than 40,000 genes. This reminds us that there is nothing in the known biology of humans that requires us to have more than twice the nematode gene number, however disconcerting we may find this.
But what of the other end of the spectrum? Mycoplasma genitalum is a free-living bacterium which has only 480 protein-coding genes (plus a further 37 genes for RNAs). Notwithstanding this parsimoniousness, random transposon mutagenesis has suggested that more than a hundred of the protein-coding genes are non-essential in laboratory conditions [7] . While it does not follow that an organism that simultaneously lost all these genes would be viable, it is perhaps surprising that many genes appear dispensable in this way, and it suggests that the core proteome required for cellular maintenance is very small, even when compared to the E. coli gene number. Of course, in terms of the evolutionary processes that are driving or allowing gene loss, it is of little importance whether a gene loss creates lethality, or merely a fitness reduction in the complex environments where the organism ancestrally lived. In evolution, the important threshold with which to compare the selection associated with gene loss is not lethality, but whether the selection coefficient is greater than the reciprocal of the effective population size. If selection is this strong, a gene will persist, and a gene responsible for a two percent fitness loss when mutated will be maintained just as surely as one with a lethal null phenotype.
